Sorghum & Sudangrass

*bmr6 bmr12* grain sorghums
*bmr6 bmr12* forage sorghums
Atlas bmr12
N313, N314, and N315
RN582
RN583 low HCN
N316-N320 Nuclear male-sterile genetic stocks
N321-N340 seed coat / plant color genetic stocks
Genetic stocks with stacked bmr genes
A/B N127-A/B N132 Grain sorghum parental lines
NP26 Sorghum population
Forage sorghum genetic stocks with A3 cytoplasm
*ms3ms3* genetic stocks
Genetic stocks with A2, A3 and A4 cytoplasm
A3N242 & A3N243 Sudangrass genetic stocks
N246 and N247 sorghum R-Lines
N244 and N245 sorghum R-Lines